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Abstract

Indian Stock market plays an imperative role in mounting the Indian 
economy. Now-a-days it captures the attention of small investors and 
rural people to invest their hard earnings in the share market. Among a 
variety of investment alternatives, MFs, seems to be viable for all types 
of investors and is considered as the safest mode of investment. The 
present case study is an attempt to understand about the concept of MFs 
and their performance. As a part of the study, the sample data has been 
collected from Reliance MFs. The collected information was 
processed by using the tools like Sharpe Ratio and Treynor Ratio.
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Introduction

A Mutual Fund is a reliance that pools the savings of a number of small 
investors who can share a universal financial goal. Based on the 
objective of the scheme the fund manager will invest the collected 
funds in various securities. The unit holders will share the earned 
income generated by the schemes on pro-rata basis. Mutual funds are 
diversified and professionally managed by the professionals at a low 
cost and they are satisfying the requirements of the common man for 
investment. Anyone can invest their surplus of as little as a few 
thousand rupees can invest in MFs. There will be a specific objective 
and strategy for each and every mutual fund.

Advantages of Mutual Funds:

ØProfessional Management

ØDiversification

ØConvenient Administration

ØLow Costs

ØLiquidity

ØTransparency

ØFlexibility etc.

Research Methodology

The data has been collected by using both the methods like primary 
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data and secondary data. But the study is mostly depended Treynor Ratio
upon secondary data. The present study has been carried 

This ratio is similar to the Sharpe Ratio except is 
in the months of April to June, 2011. The collected data 

used beta instead of standard deviation. It's also known as 
was analyzed by using the techniques like Sharpe ratio 

the Reward to Volatility Ratio, it is the ratio of a fund's 
and Treynor ratio. 

average excess return to the fund's beta. It measures the 
For assessing the performance of mutual funds, returns earned in excess of those that could have been 
techniques like Sharpe ratio and treynor ratio has been earned on a risk less investment per unit of market risk 
used. assumed. The formula is typically used in ranking 

Mutual Funds with similar objectives.
Sharpe Ratio

This ratio measures the return earned in excess of 
the risk free rate on a portfolio to the portfolio's total risk 
as measured by the standard deviation in its return over 
the measurement period.  Nobel Laureate William Sharpe 

Objectives of the Studydeveloped the model and the results of it indicate the 
amount of return earned per unit of risk.  The Sharpe ratio 

1. To cram with reference to the conception and 
is often used to rank the risk-adjusted performance of 

functioning of mutual funds.
various portfolios over the same time. 

2. To know how investors are benefited by investing in 
The higher a Sharpe ratio, the better a portfolio's 

mutual funds.
returns have been relative to the amount of investment 

3. To measure the performance of reliance mutual funds risk the investor has taken. The major advantage of using 
by using Sharpe and Treynor ratio.the Sharpe ratio over other models (CAPM) is that the 

Sharpe ratio used the volatility of the portfolio return 
Results and Discussion

instead of measuring the volatility against a benchmark 
Reliance Regular Saving Fund The chart below shows (i.e., index). The primary disadvantage of the Sharpe ratio 

th  th is that it is jest a number and it is meaningless unless you NAV Value 12  April 2011 to 04 June 2011 of the fund 
compare it to several other types of portfolios with similar and Bench Mark Return from 12th April 2011 to 04 th 
objectives. June 2011.
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Alpha (á) = [(Fund Return ?  Risk free Return) ?  Expected ranking of Sharpe Measure.
Return *]

From the above analysis we can infer that Port 
Expected Return* = [Beta (â) * (Bench mark Return ?  folio is not diversified properly this is because of the 
Risk free Return)] deviation in Trenyor and Sharpe Measures rankings. 

Since Sharpe Measures uses Standard Deviation for the 
= [0.820861323*(-0.087019698 - 0.00890256)

measure must of Risk. While Trenyor measure use Beta 
=-0.078738871 (â) i.e., systematic risk for the measurement these 

deviations are due to uncontrollable Risk Factors in the 
Alpha (á) = [(0.212060076 - 0.00890256) – (-

Market during period.
0.078738871)]

                                     Sharpe Ratio = 0.094468719
= 0.281896388

                                    Treynor Ratio = 0.247493104
Return*= (Previous NAV- Present NAV) / Previous NAV.

According to above Sharpe Ratio on Return and 
The Sharpe Measure is uses the Standard Deviation of 

Treynor Ratio on Return in Reliance Regular Saving 
Return as the Measures of Risk where as Treynor measure 

Fund Equity and Growth option is poorly generated 
employs Beta (â) (systematic Risk) the Sharpe measure 

because of Sharpe Measure and Treynor Measure is not 
implicitly evaluates portfolio manager on the basis of 

identical and lot of variance during the period. 
return performance but also taking to account how well 
portfolio is diversified during the particular period. Reliance Equity Fund - Growth Plan:
Portfolio is perfectly diversified (does not contain the thThe chart below shows NAV Value 12  April 2011 to unsystematic Risk), the two measures would give  th 04 June 2011 of the fund and Bench identical rakings. If it is purely diversified it is possible to 

th  thhave high ranking on basis of Treynor Measure and low Mark Return from 12  April 2011 to 04  June 2011.
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Alpha (á) = [(Fund Return ?  Risk free Return) ?  Expected From the above analysis we can in infer that Port folio is 
Return *] not diversified properly this is because of the deviation in 

Trenyor and Sharpe Measures rankings. Since Sharpe 
Expected Return* = [Beta (â) * (Bench mark Return ?

Measures uses Standard Deviation for the measure must 
= [0.73393455*(-0.087019698 - 0.00890256) of Risk. While Trenyor measure use Beta (â) i.e., 

systematic risk for the measurement these deviations are 
= -0.070400659

due to uncontrollable Risk Factors in the Market during 
Alpha (á) = [(0.122342708 - 0.00890256) – - period.
0.070400659)]

Sharpe Ratio = 0.062733127
= 0.183840807

                                          Treynor Ratio = 0.154564393
 Return*= (Previous NAV- Present NAV) / Previous NAV.

According to above Sharpe Ratio on Return and Treynor 
The Sharpe Measure is uses the Standard Deviation of Ratio on Return in Reliance Equity Fund Growth Plan 
Return as the Measures of Risk where as Treynor measure are poorly generated because of Sharpe Measure and 
employs Beta (â) (systematic Risk) the Sharpe measure Treynor Measure is not identical and lot of variance 
implicitly evaluates portfolio manager on the basis of during the period. 
return performance but also taking to account how well 

Reliance Equity Opportunities Fund - Growth Plan:
portfolio is diversified during the particular period. 

thPortfolio is perfectly diversified (does not contain the The chart below shows NAV Value 12  April 2011 to 
 th unsystematic Risk), the two measures would give 04 June 2011 of the fund and Bench Mark Return 

identical rakings. If it is purely diversified it is possible to from 12th April 2011 to 04 th June 2011. 
have high ranking on basis of Treynor Measure and low 
ranking of Sharpe Measure.
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Alpha (á) = [(Fund Return ?  Risk free Return) ?  Expected of Risk. While Trenyor measure use Beta (â) i.e., 
Return *] systematic risk for the measurement these deviations are 

due to uncontrollable Risk Factors in the Market during 
Expected Return* = [Beta (â) * (Bench mark Return ?  

period.
Risk free Return)]

Sharpe Ratio = 0.068713007
 = [0.72321453*(-0.087019698 - 0.00890256)

                                         Treynor Ratio = 0.174735515
= -0.06937237

According to above Sharpe Ratio on Return and Treynor 
Alpha (á) = [(0.135273823- 0.00890256) – ( -

Ratio on Return in Reliance Equity Opportunities Fund 
0.06937237)]

Growth Plan are poorly generated because of Sharpe 
 = 0.195743634 Measure and Treynor Measure is not identical and there 

is a lot of variance during the period. 
 Return*= (Previous NAV- Present NAV) / Previous NAV.

Reliance Income Fund- Growth Plan
The Sharpe Measure is uses the Standard Deviation of 

thReturn as the Measures of Risk where as Treynor measure     The chart below shows NAV Value 12  April 2011 
 th employs Beta (â) (systematic Risk) the Sharpe measure to 04 June 2011 of the fund and Bench Mark Return 

th  thimplicitly evaluates portfolio manager on the basis of from 12  April 2011 to 04  June 2011.
return performance but also taking to account how well 
portfolio is diversified during the particular period. 
Portfolio is perfectly diversified (does not contain the 
unsystematic Risk), the two measures would give 
identical rakings. If it is purely diversified it is possible to 
have high ranking on basis of Treynor Measure and low 
ranking of Sharpe Measure.

From the above analysis we can in infer that Port polio is 
not diversified properly this is because of the deviation in 
Trenyor and Sharpe Measures rankings. Since Sharpe 
Measures uses Standard Deviation for the measure must 
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Risk Measurement Tools:

Sharpe Ratio:

Sharpe Ratio = (Fund return in - risk free return)/ Standard Deviation 
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Alpha (á) = [(Fund Return ?  Risk free Return) ?  Expected From the above analysis we can infer that Portfolio is not 
Return *] diversified properly this is because of the deviation in 

Trenyor and Sharpe Measures rankings. Since Sharpe 
Expected Return* = [Beta (â) * (Bench mark Return ?  

Measures uses Standard Deviation for the measure must 
Risk free Return)]

of Risk. While Trenyor measure use Beta (â) i.e., 
= [0.074359862*(-0.076817689- 0.006810247) syst em a tic  r isk  f or  the measurement these deviations are 
=   -0.083627936 due to uncontrollable Risk Factors in the Market during 

period.
Alpha (á) = [(0.197653265- 0.006810247) – (-
0.083627936)]                                      Sharpe Ratio = 0.074359862

 = 0.274470954                                    Treynor Ratio = 0.278823374

Return*= (Previous NAV- Present NAV) / Previous NAV.  According to above Sharpe Ratio on Return and Treynor 
Ratio on Return in Reliance Regular Saving Fund Equity 

The Sharpe Measure is uses the Standard Deviation of 
and Growth option is poorly generated because of Sharpe 

Return as the Measures of Risk where as Treynor measure 
Measure and Treynor Measure is not identical and lot of 

employs Beta (â) (systematic Risk) the Sharpe measure 
variance during the period. 

implicitly evaluates portfolio manager on the basis of 
return performance but also taking to account how well Reliance Liquidity Fund- Growth Plan:
portfolio is diversified during the particular period. thThe chart below shows NAV Value 12  April 2011 to Portfolio is perfectly diversified (does not contain the  th 04 June 2011 of the fund and Bench unsystematic Risk), the two measures would give 
identical rakings. If it is purely diversified it is possible to Mark Return from 12th April 2011 to 04 th June 2011.
have high ranking on basis of Treynor Measure and low 
ranking of Sharpe Measure.

Treynor Ratio:
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Risk Measurement Tools:

Sharpe Ratio:

Sharpe Ratio = (Fund return in - risk free return)/ Standard Deviation
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ØReliance Equity fund the Risk is very high and return Alpha (á) = [(Fund Return ?  Risk free Return) ?  Expected 
from the fund is very low during the period.Return *]

ØCompany focused mainly on Reliance Regular Expected Return* = [Beta (â) * (Bench mark Return -  
Saving Fund Equity Growth plan.Risk free Return)]

= [0.74387052*(-0.096389652- 0.009675324)] ØReliance has launched a new fund by name Reliance 
Infrastructure Fund.

= -0.078898608
ØMajority of investors in other funds are transferred to 

Alpha (á) = [(0.116586524- 0.009675324) – (-
Reliance Regular Saving Fund Equity Growth 

0.078898608)]
option during that period.

= 0.185809808
Suggestions

 Return*= (Previous NAV- Present NAV) / Previous NAV.
ØThe company has to concentrate on promotion of all 

The Sharpe Measure uses the Standard Deviation of Schemes.
Return as the Measures of Risk where as Treynor measure 

ØThe company has to adopt more flexible methods to employs Beta (â) (systematic Risk) the Sharpe measure 
improve overall performance of the scheme.implicitly evaluates portfolio manager on the basis of 

return performance but also taking to account how well ØReliance Equity Opportunities Fund Growth Plan 
portfolio is diversified during the particular period. can be productive if they revise the sector allocation.
Portfolio is perfectly diversified (does not contain the 

ØThe company must concentrate on Auto Sector and unsystematic Risk), the two measures would give 
Commodities Sector on its sector allocation.identical rakings. If it is purely diversified it is possible to 

have high ranking on basis of Treynor Measure and low ØThey should concentrate on Reliance Regular 
ranking of Sharpe Measure. Saving Fund increase the funds of sector allocation 

in infrastructure fund.From the above analysis we can infer that portfolio is not 
diversified properly this is because of the deviation in References
Trenyor and Sharpe Measures rankings. Since Sharpe 
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Findings Websites

ØReliance Regular Saving Fund is an open-ended www.Reliancemf.Com 
scheme with the objective of capital appreciation and 

www.Amfiindia.Com generating consistent returns. 
www.Bseindia.Com ØThe NAV Value of Reliance Equity Opportunities 

Fund Growth Plan is highly fluctuated during the www.Mutualfundsindia.Com
period.

ØUnsystematic risk during the period is high due to 
which the return of Reliance Equity Fund Growth 
Option is fluctuated.


